A-1 aircraft, 465
A-3 Skywarrior aircraft, 83
A-4 Skyhawk aircraft: A-4B aircraft, 108; A-4C aircraft, 108–9, 119; A-4E aircraft, 108–9, 134, 145; A-4F aircraft, 119, 134, 145, 167; analogy to driving sports car, 112; back-up systems on, 112; bomb configuration on, 176; bombing computers on, 138; carrier role of, 112; electronic warfare gear on, 119, 134, 178; engine and power differences between variants, 108–9; engine disintegration and flight to Danang, 161–63; engine for, 369; as favorite and wonderful aircraft, 112, 158; as fleet squadron aircraft, 107–8; laser capabilities of VA-164 squadron, 173–75, 176–77, 529; McCain flying of in Vietnam, 608; MiGs, lack of engagements with, 167–68; nicknames for, 112; number downed during Vietnam War, 109; number of squadrons flying, 167; original purpose for, 112; replacement of with A-7s, 147–48, 150, 337; return to flying, opportunity for, 157–58; SIOP role, 59; slick wing load, 176–77; squeezing to get in to and shoehorn gift, 112; variants flown by VA-125, 108–9; Vietnam air war role of, 109, 154; weapons carried by, 109–10
A-6 Intruder aircraft: A-12 as replacement for, 465–66, 534, 598; A-7 capabilities and development of, 153–54; combat operations in, 182; Coral Sea soft catapult and loss of, 261–62; effectiveness of during Gulf War, 465–66, 511; flight in for Carrier Group Seven exercises with Omani Air Force, 322; Lehman as A-6 B/N, 336, 534; mining activities with, 83; as Spad of Gulf War, 533–34; survivability of, 533–34
A-7 Corsair aircraft: A-7A aircraft, 147, 148, 151; A-7B aircraft, 147, 148, 151; A-7E aircraft, 147, 148, 150, 152, 154; all-weather bomber, capabilities for, 147, 153–54; availability and maintenance issues with, 150–52; bomb-delivery instrumentation flight to Fallon in, 153; capabilities of and stretching boundaries of, 147; combat operations in, 154, 182; computer controls on, 148; cross-country trip in to see Calhoun, 678; effectiveness of during Gulf War, 465, 467; engines in, 151; inertial navigation system capabilities, 153; instructor pilot role, 153–55, 157; learning new aircraft and getting up to speed to be an instructor, 147–48; mining activities with, 83; night operations in, 154; opinion about, 148; power and speed of, 148; replacement of A-4s with, 147–48, 150, 337; similarities to F-8s, 154; Thanh Hoa Bridge attacks by, 176; weapons carried by, 148
Aberdeen Army depot, 378
Abherve, Victor "Uncle Vic," 26–27, 29
Abu Dhabi, 301
aces, 168
AD aircraft, 53
Adair, Paul N. "Red," 466
Adams, Jimmie V., 708–9, 710, 715
Admiral Arleigh Burke Leadership Award, vi
Adriatic operations, 689–90
Aegis antiaircraft defense system, 439–40, 559–60, 615
Aegis cruiser business in New Jersey, 716
aerial minesweeping, 500–501
Aerial Observation Squadron (VO-67), 88–89
aeronautical engineering: career expectations with degree in, 69; career in Navy as right
decision instead of a career as an engineer, 69–70, 721–22; interest in degree in,
33–34, 69, 720–21; Naval Postgraduate School degree in, vi, 34; as sub-specialty,
71
Affirmative Action Plan, 666–67
Afghanistan, Soviet invasion of and Indian Ocean operations, 280–81
African Americans/blacks: Affirmative Action Plan and goals for percentages of, 666–67;
bicycle rides through black community in Philadelphia, 18–19, 329; in
Jackson, 15–16; notable officers and enlisted sailors, 668–71; in Philadelphia, 18–
19, 329; sense of family in black community, 18–19; Zumwalt and changes in
status of, 198
AFSs (stores ships), 223, 224–25. See also San Jose (AFS-7)
AGM-45 Shrike missiles, 118–19, 140
Air America, 180
air component commander to own all the air, 341–44, 411–16, 600
Air Force Materiel Command, 390–91, 392–93
Air Force Reserve, Joint Base Dallas Forth Worth, 676
Air Force Systems Command, 370–71
Air Force, U.S., 390–93; air component commander to own all the air, 341–44, 411–16,
600; air conditioning and power for tents and canteen, 288–89; aircraft
maintenance through, decisions about, 361–62, 673; aircraft shot down by
Chinese MiGs, 97; air-launch cruise missiles during Gulf War, effectiveness of,
453; ammo prepositioning for, 691–92; ammo ships for, 382; B-2 program and
hiding MilCon, 371–73; blue jackets worn by, 680; bombs and weapons for, 382–
83; bombs for Gulf War, 483–84; Cairo West airport, prepositioned equipment,
and preparations for operations, 288–89; Christmas tree suit worn to reception in
Pentagon, 684–85; control of air by, 439–41, 673; credit for Gulf War and
underappreciation of naval aviators, 518–19; Eldorado Canyon operation and
strikes against Qaddafi, 384; executive jets of, 558; exercise participation and
rank of officers at, 286–89; field uniforms for exercises, 286; Gulf War
operations, 405–9; Gulf War victory and air power, 438–41; hunter-killer concept,
90; influence on A-12 program, 598–99; JASSM use by, 462–63; language and
organizational differences between services, 525–29; laser-guided bombing by,
149–50, 174, 529; Lear jets for CAFMS delivery, 413; little staff and air
component commander decision timing, 343; morale during Gulf War, 489;
precision guided munitions use by, 351, 511; radar and vectors for range
information for targets, 90; radar capabilities of, 122–24; RDJTF representative
from, 277; recruiting commands, combined, 362; route packages assignments,
128; 7th Air Force commander, retirement of, 164; sorties counts during Gulf
War, 409–10; Strategic Air Command base in Orlando, 674; tanking operations,
responsibility for, 410–11, 484, 599–601; tanking operations, types of fuel, and fuel transfer equipment, 410–11, 484, 600–601; targets of opportunity, ability to go after, 415–16; Thanh Hoa Bridge attacks by, 176; V-22 use by, 368, 370, 557–58; VA-55 operations with, 122–24, 133–34; VA-164 operations with, 160–61, 173–74

air medals: order for and mixup with cots, 483; strike flight air medals, 173

air show south of Cairo, 289

air tasking order (ATO): during Gulf War, 411–16, 451, 458–59, 480, 493–94, 496–97, 546; precursor to, 123; 72-hour planning cycle, 451, 496–97; special instructions (SPINs), 413–14; 24-hour planning cycle, 414, 451

air wing commanders, 63, 64, 348–49

air wings: Air Wing 14, 255–58; Air Wing 16, 145, 200; Air Wing 21, 159, 322–23; Marine Air Wing, 1st, 563; number of and reducing the number of, 688

airborne warning and control system (AWACS), 415, 439–41, 510–11

aircraft: attention to normal things and staying alive while flying, 136; dust, heat, and maintenance of equipment during Gulf War, 488; first flight in, 40–41; fuel, making sure you have enough, 110–11, 136; getting more people out of the equation, 535–36; green ships, adaptation of, 338–39, 650, 723–24; Gulf War aircraft, effectiveness of, 465–67, 511; jets compared to prop, difference in flying, 76; Lehman ideas for naval aviation aircraft, 347; maintenance facilities for, decisions about keeping, 361–63, 673; maintenance of, perspective on, 242; model airplanes, building of, 25; multi-engine aircraft, assignment to, 47–48; pilot as backup system in, 463; piston-powered aircraft, controlling power on, 76–77; single-engine aircraft, interest in flying, 47–48, 53, 105; spares for WWII aircraft, discussions about, 363, 609; speed is life/speed is not necessarily life and evolution of, 468–69; support for development while VCNO, 533–36; tilt-wing versus tilt-rotor aircraft, decisions about, 102–3

aircraft carrier model and airplanes, 25

aircraft carriers: afterburners and fuel management around, 264; air component commander control over carrier aviation, 342, 600; anti–big deck carrier movement, 687; big deck carriers, opinions about, 214–15, 615, 687–89; big deck guys, always away from, 182; bolters, 61–62; carrier bounce training, 677; carrier landings and carrier qualification during flight training, 55, 173, 247, 616–17; configuration changes by Holloway, 213–14; CVS assignment and experience on, 105; deck configurations on, 56, 60, 61–62; effectiveness of during Gulf War, 469–71; fuel tank leaks on, 116–17; hydraulic catapults on, 115; launch times and cycles, 170–71, 175, 213–14; nuclear carriers, support for and benefits of, 214–15; number of for Gulf War, questioning about, 472–73; professional and operational successes, restrictions, frustrations, and failures related to operations on, iii; qualification and workup flights for, 121; ramp strikes, 136–37; S-2 assignment and happiness in getting to fly off of, 53; small deck carriers, 687–89; small-deck and big-deck carriers, mix of in fleet, 214–15; steam catapults on, 115; technologies for, 614–15; transformation carrier, design and building of, 613–15

aircraft on carriers: accident rate for launches and landings, 60, 62, 76–77; aircraft in water and shifting rudder to kick stern away from aircraft, 257; airspeed and sink rate for landings, 76–77; flashlights on cowl and catapult launches, 61; flying into
the water, 62; hydraulic leaks and red-lens flashlights, 61; landing of in rough seas, 62; number of aircraft on carriers, 688; pre-flight, flashlights, and night vision, 61; range of and long-range strike capabilities, 598–99
aircraft-profile cards, 25
airfield, cratering runways of, 165
Airlift Command, 682. See also Transportation Command (TransCom)
airsickness, 41, 42
air-to-surface missiles and Iron Hand anti–SAM operations, 119, 122, 130
Aitcheson, George A., 246, 307–8
Alabama Lockheed Martin facility, 719
Alameda: Carrier Group Seven basing at, 307; carriers home porting in, end of, 377; Coral Sea adoption by, 250; Coral Sea home porting at, 246; demonstrations outside gate at, 227, 327; feelings about, 250; moving people, pets, and vehicles to on Coral Sea, 248–50; repair facility in, 361, 362, 377, 674; San Jose home porting at, 221, 226, 227, 246, 250; schools at, 227
Alaska: airplane crash in, 590; inland waterway passage to Anchorage, plan for, 231; Soviet submarine alert and Gulf of Alaska operations, 62; tidal range in Anchorage, 224; UnRep gear and procedures testing in, 223–24, 231
alcohol and drinking: aviators as alcoholics, 647; beer days and trading Budweiser for Foster's, 445; beer delivery from Japanese pilot, 68; drinking restrictions during Gulf War, 485–86; glamorization of alcohol, 647; happy hours, 646–48; Middle East trip and drinking with the Russians, 193; Middle East trip and restrictions on, 193; Naval Academy guys compared to NROTC guys, 43–44; Navy culture and, 645–48; parachute bag and broken whisky bottle incident, 306; self-reporting of traffic stops after drinking, 645–46; steel beach party and beer for sailors after 45 straight days at sea, 315–16
algebra, 239–40, 354–55
Alliant Techsystems Inc. (ATK), 717
alpha strikes, 122, 135, 166, 167–68, 182
Altair (AD-11) and repair ship duties, 2, 3, 6, 23, 24
amphibious craft: ammo handling aboard, 215–16; big deck amphibs, 689; Desert Storm use of, 215–16; large-deck amphibs as surrogates for small-deck carriers, 215; Marine desire for more, 562
amphibious landing plans and selling idea of an amphibious landing during Gulf War, 473–77, 704
An Loc, 181
Anacostia reserve unit, 212
anechoic chambers, 675
antair missiles on French ships, 448–49
antiaircraft artillery (AAA): Cambodia, threat from AAA and SAMs, 160; close calls with, 128–29; enemy air defenses in, changes in, 140; night road recce flight and antiaircraft fire, 129; North Vietnamese antiaircraft artillery, threat from, 125–26; optical tracking system for, 140; protective-reaction strikes against sites, 164, 165; Soviet antiaircraft missile development, 72; suppression of enemy air defenses during, 469–71
antiaircraft defense system, 439–40, 465–66
antisubmarine warfare (ASW): career focus on, 84–85; career focus on and jet transition decision, 105–6; chess-game aspect of, 60, 85; hunter-killer concept, 90; missiles for, 379–80; satisfaction in plan development and execution, 60; sensor advancements and automated systems for, 85

antiwar movement and demonstrations, 124–25, 227, 327

Apache helicopters, 719

Argentina, 448

Arlington Auxiliary, 618

Arlington National Cemetery, 618

Arms Control Board, 345

Army, U.S.: bar set for field use, 306; black jackets worn by and tying into Army contract, 680–81; Cairo West airport, guys sleeping along runway, and preparations for operations, 288–89; contract trucking for moving equipment of, 484; Dhahran attack and killing of Army reservist, 457; exercise participation and rank of officers at, 286–89; field uniforms for exercises, 286; four-star generals as wild men, 305–6; helicopter operations in Vietnam, 89, 90; language and organizational differences between services, 525–29; little appreciation for what Navy does by, 551; Loral missiles for, 711; mindset in for operations, 438; morale during Gulf War, 489; numbering of staff, differences between services, 437; Patriot batteries and missiles, 457–58; Pentagon Officers Athletic Club responsibility of, 682; race relations in, 329; RDJTF representative from, 277; recruiting commands, combined, 362; V-22 use by, 368; VX-1 squadron working with, 84, 89


Army Training and Doctrine Command (TraDoc), 287

Arthur, Arbella "Uncle Dick," 6

Arthur, Brad (son), iii, 74, 143, 155

Arthur, Brian (son), iii, 73–74

Arthur, Dad: *Altair* and repair ship duties, 2, 3, 6, 23, 24; best uniform and neat dresser attention of, 7; boiler tender duty of Uncie Vic, 27; building house in Jackson, 9–10; car interests of, 12; character and personality of, 13; commando training of, 7–8, 15, 25; construction work for King, 10, 11, 12, 13; death of, 52; death of father of, 6; even temperament of, 13; farm work in Ohio, 6; fleet reserve duty, 8; formation flight in back of instructor's plane, 50–51; grocery store of father of, 6; Guam ship repair facility duty of, 8; housing allowance of, 17; influence of on SA, 12–13; log book/green ledger book diary of, 8–9; love for the Navy by, 9; machinist's mate duty, 7, 18, 27; marriage of, 26; as mayor of Jackson, 10–11; move to Jackson after retirement, 9–10; Navy experience of, 7–9; *Navy Times* obituary of, 52; planning activities of, 9; political party affiliation of, 26; pride of in SA, 52, 726; promotion of, 7–8; quitting school, SA talk with about, 31–32; real Navy in engineering spaces, 18; religious beliefs of, 28; retirement of, 7, 10; Scotch-Irish background of, 20; separation from family during war, 25; ship move from Hawaii to Atlantic, 3; siblings of, 5–6; tinking and woodworking interests of, 12–13; yard work arrangement with SA, 12

Arthur, Derek (son), iii, 73–74

Arthur, Erin (daughter), iii, 73–74, 303–4, 307, 632–33
Arthur, Granddad, 6
Arthur, Grandma, 9
Arthur, Jennie Lou Mapes (wife): CinCPac nomination withdrawal, feelings about, 634–35; classmate Helen, friendship with, 74, 77; dating SA, 45; friendship with Terry Lawler, 143; friendships and TV watching and card playing with other wives, 53–54; Hawaii, life in, 303–4; high school secretary job of, 45–46; hometown of, iii; housing in Newport, arrangements for, 184, 185; India visit with AS, 504; Jackson classmates of, 21; Kelso funeral attendance by, 571–72; Key West, feelings about, 78; Key West, life in, 79; lace from Portugal for, 39; marriage to SA, 45–46; Monterey, life in for, 74; Ohio trip for mother's operation, 307, 308; relationship with Boorda, 634–35; renting a house before going to Key West, 78, 79; Snuffy's jokes, laughing at by, 581; support from, iii; Tailhook meeting, telling SA he should never go to, 520; Vice Chief schedule, feeling about, 522
Arthur, Lena, 6
Arthur, Mom: avocados, learning how to eat from, 23; character and personality of, 13; education and smartness of, 11; fearlessness of, 11; German background of, 20; influence of on SA, 11; marriage of, 26; parents of, 4; political party affiliation of, 26; quitting school, opinion about, 31; religious beliefs of, 28; siblings of, 4, 26–27; voyage to Hawaii, 2–3
Arthur, Naomi, 6
Arthur, Olen, 6
Arthur, Sandra: age difference between SA and, 2–3; character and personality of, 13–14; fearlessness of, 11–12; karate interests of, 14; letter-writing skills of, 15; marksmanship interests of, 14; marriage and widowhood of, 14; memories of, 14–15; pinkie injury of, 12; relationship with SA, 13–14; voyage to Hawaii, 2–3
Arthur, Stanley R. (SA): advisory board positions following retirement, 722–23; appearance on, 11; appendicitis and surgery in Hawaii, 3, 25; back problems and tricky back, 333–35, 344–45; birth and early life in San Diego, vi, 1–2; boyhood scraps, 11; car interests of, 12, 35, 55, 75, 246, 702; car trade with Gentz, 55; cautious and thoughtful decisionmaking by, 11–12; children of, iii, 73–74, 155; commissioning of, 52; connection to and influence of men and women associates, iii; construction work for King, 13; dating Jennie Lou, 45; diving lessons and injuring back on diving board during summer camp, 335; even temperament of Dad, admiration for, 13; full-time work after retirement, interest in, 709–10; Hawaii move, 2–3; marriage to Jennie Lou, 45–46; mechanical and tinkering interests of, 12–13; memories of, 14–15; number of combat missions flown by, iii, vi, 147, 172, 180–81; pride of dad in, 52; retirement and award/retirement ceremony, 634, 704–8; retirement of, iii, vi, 720–22; Scotch-Irish background of, 20; social skills and applying to attend Naval Academy, 32; social skills and Miami University experience, 33; writing skills of, 187; yard work arrangement with Dad, 12
AS-12 wire-guided missiles, 80, 81, 84
Asian Americans, celebrations and decorations for, 668
Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps (ACMC), 540, 563, 694
Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition
Association for Naval Aviation (ANA), 237
ASTB (Aviation Selection Test Battery), 627–28, 637–38
astrology, 15
Athens, Ohio, 35
Atlantic Fleet (LantFlt)/Atlantic Command (LantCom): carrier presence in Indian Ocean, 280; carrier rotation in and out of Indian Ocean, 275; Mauz as CinCLantFlt, 397–98; Naval Air Force, Atlantic Fleet (NavAirLant), 63, 262, 527–28; promotion route to LantFlt, 517–18; redrawing lines and battles for territory, 280; Second Fleet assignment to, 285; swing strategy, 285, 296; Tomahawk routes, cell for planning, 531
atomic clock in West Virginia, 364–65, 606, 695
Atsugi Naval Air Station, 358
attack squadrons: interest in getting in, 84–85. See also specific VA squadron entries
Atterbury, Edwin L., 192
Atwater, Harvey LeRoy "Lee:, 492
Augustine, Norman R. "Norm," 712, 726
Aurand, Evan Peter "Pete," 94
Austin, James "Jim," 221, 222, 223
Australia: beer days and trading Budweiser for Foster's, 445; Bennington visit to, 104; Gulf War role of, 445, 447–48; meeting with Garrett in, 518; Midway departure from and meet-up with San Jose, 228; national command authority rules of engagement, 447–48; opinion about working with, 445; visits to, 445, 502, 504
aviation: early interest in, 17–18; Navy pilot neighbor and interest in, 2; programs, tight or loose, 352
Aviation Officer Candidate School (AOCS) program, 576–77
Aviation Plans and Requirements (OP-50): aircraft development support while working as, 534; boss and other staff while assigned to, 339–40; carpool arrangements to Pentagon, 333–34; challenges or accomplishments during assignment to, 351–52; continuity in OP-50, 340; dates of duty with, 333; housing arrangements for family while assigned to, 333; lying on the floor for briefings during time as, 335, 344; program objectives memorandum building and briefings; 335–39, 340, 344–45, 352, 591; prohibition from going to Pentagon until orders to be, 218–19, 335; responsibilities of position, 335–39; selection for, 358; subordinates of, 356–57
Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB), 627–28, 637–38
avocados, 23
AWACS (airborne warning and control system), 415, 439–41, 510–11
awards and honors: Admiral Arleigh Burke Leadership Award., vi; honorary doctorate degrees, vi; Stanley R. Arthur Award for Logistics Excellence, 393–95, 724–25; Stanley R. Arthur Award for Logistics Excellence, establishment of, vi
A-X aircraft, 466
Azzarita, Frank X., 212
B-1 bombers, 692
B-2 program, 371–73
B-52 aircraft, 168, 453
back problems and tricky back, 333–35, 344–45
Baghdad: air strikes against, 496–97, 513; Al Firdos bunker attack, 496–97; intelligence about, 488, 497
baggies, 15
Baghdad: air strikes against, 496–97, 513; Al Firdos bunker attack, 496–97; intelligence about, 488, 497
bagpipes, 15
Bahrain: American schools in, 300; bridge to Saudi Arabia, interest in, 302; CAFMS hard copy delivery to, 413; commercial flights to, 301–2; daughter of air wing buddy, lunch or dinner with while in, 566; drinking allowed in, 485–86; Gulf War, not being along pier in at start of, 402–3, 457; Gulf War role of, 484–85; ice cream from dairy in, 321; mail routing through, 489–90; missile impact in harbor, 216; mosque in, 302; Navy person deployed to at start of Desert Shield, 396; opinion about Bahrainis, 293–94, 302; as soft Arabs, 293; travel with Kingston to, 291
Bainbridge Naval Training Center, 27, 29
Baked Alaska, 320
Balboa Naval Hospital, 132
Baluchis, 291
bananas, 308
bands and instruments, 316
Bangor, Washington, 244
Bank of Hawaii, 304
Barber, Robert "Rob," 166
Barcelona, 42
Barker, Dick, 35–36, 42–43, 47, 53–54
barrier combat air patrol (bar CAP), 136–37
Barron Field, 49
Barrow, Robert H., 288, 294
base realignment and closure (BRAC) process: aircraft maintenance facilities, decisions about closing or consolidating, 361–63, 673; bases and depots, combined, 675–76; Congressional decisions and votes on, 606–7, 674, 676–77; dates of, 671–72; decisions about facilities, 377–79, 606–7; hospitals, discussions of combining, 695–97; as necessary process and need for a new, 679; painful process of, 674, 679; politics and political influences on process, 672–74, 676–79; recruiting commands, combined, 362; recruiting depots, decisions about closing, 672–74; role during, iii–iv; visits to facilities, 675, 676
Baskin Robbins ice cream, 234–35
Bath Iron Works, 612
Battle E award, 179
battlefield oriented air support, 473
battleships use and press about battleships, 458–59, 460, 545–46
Bayh, Birch, 386
beards and haircuts, 199–200
Beechcraft aircraft, 49, 75
beer: delivery of from Japanese pilot, 68; steel beach party and beer for sailors after 45 straight days at sea, 315–16; trading Budweiser for Foster's, 445
Beeville Naval Air Station Chase Field, 53–54
Belfast, Northern Ireland, 42–44
Belgrade, 435
Bell Helicopters, 192
Benghazi attack, 433
Bennington (CVS-20): assignment to, 90–91, 105; assistant navigator assignment, 92, 105, 222; Bob Hope Show on, 99–100; bubble sextant use on, 96–97; casualties from Kirk, assistance to, 99–100; CDO duty, 95–96, 103, 222; combat mission flown from, 99; comparison to other ships assignments, 115; departure for WestPac, 91; fast cruise exercise, 91; flag and flag-flying location aboard, 94–95; hydraulic catapults on, 115; Long Beach home port of, 91, 104; maintenance of, perspective on, 242; memorable events aboard, 92–95; navigation in Tonkin Gulf, 96–99; relief from to go for jet transition, 104; search and rescue operations of, 95–96; sextant, location aboard to take a sight, 94; ship's company assignment, 92, 103, 185, 222, 242; as turning point in career, 103; Vietnam operations with, 90–91; XC142A evaluation on, 102–3
Berlin crisis, 63
Bermuda, 6
Berry, James "Jim," 716, 717–18
Bethesda Naval Medical Center, 390, 695–97
bicycle: learning to ride, 2; rides in Philadelphia, 17–18, 329
Bien, Lyle, 404
Bing, Hamilton "Ham," 204
Black History Month, 667–68
black jackets, 679–81
Black Virgin Mountain (Nui Ba Den), 141
black world, 336, 549
Blickstein, Irv, 357, 538, 573, 591, 610–11
Blue Angels, 107
Blue Ribbon Panel on Navy Medicine, 387–90, 587–88, 695–97
Blue Ridge (LCC-19): change of command on with Wright as relief for SA, 517, 521; clicking heels as traditional departure ceremony, 698–99; communications with phone lines from, 397, 401–2; deployment to Bahrain, 396, 397; equator-crossing ceremony on, 567–68; Gulf War kickoff, going to sea before, 402–3, 457; India visit on, 517; OpNav staff, creation of wiring diagram for while serving on, 525–26; SA on instead of in Riyadh, 400–401; as Seventh Fleet flagship, 396; Sheehan in Marine staff space on, 406–9; start of Gulf War on and being on, 455; surface warfare officer pin qualifications for women aboard, 567–68
Blue Sky, Montana, 241
BMP amphibious vehicle, 495–96
Bob Hope Show, 97, 99–100
Boecker, Donald V. "Don," 333, 356
bolters, 61–62
bombing operations, Vietnam: accuracy of strikes, 138, 384; aces, 168; alpha strikes, 122, 135, 166, 167–68, 182; altitude restrictions, 125, 138; bad runs and not hitting where you thought, 134; bombs hanging up and coming off later, 134; checking aircraft after coming off a target, 161; Christmas bombing, 168; computer for bomb equation, 138; 500th strike in visual range of first place bombed by SA, 172; halt to operations, 168; Iron Hand squadrons and Operation Iron Hand, 119,
122, 130, 134; Kirksey warfighting approach, 145–46; Linebacker campaign, 139, 161, 163–69, 176, 329–30; manual bomb release, 138; North Vietnam, end of bombing in and staying below 19th parallel, 121–22, 126–27, 134; protective-reaction strikes against AAA and SAM sites, 164, 165; Rolling Thunder bombing campaign, 88, 121, 133, 163; South Vietnam, bombing in, 139, 141; VA-55 operations, 122–24, 133–34; VA-164 operations, 159–60; weather and hitting primary and secondary targets, 164–65. See also targets, Vietnam

Bonhomme Richard, 520
Boomer, Walter E. "Walt," 406–9, 474–75, 512, 554, 563
Boorda, Jeremy M. "Mike": accomplishments of and opinion about, 648–53, 656; affirmative action and goals for recruiting and officers, 667; aircraft acquisition under, 651; award ceremony attendance by, 707; career of, 641; CinCPac nomination, role in decision about, 632, 633–35; frustrations of, 652; green helicopters and ships, support for use of, 723; Hansen case handling by, 631–32; Larson recall to solve problems at Navel Academy, 633; littoral combat ship program under, 594, 649–51; medals issue and suicide of, 654–56; naval aviation, understanding of and seeking advice from SA about, 651–52, 655; non–Naval Academy graduate, resentment about, 653; officer corps opinion about, 653; personnel issues, involvement in, 652; relationship with, iii, 631, 639–40; relationship with Dalton, 594; relationship with Jennie Lou, 633–35; Seaman to Admiral Program, 640–42; support for SA, retired aviation community feelings about, 655; wives feelings about, 653
Bora Bora, 502
Bowman, Michael L. "Mike," 363, 364, 365, 609
Boxer, Barbara, 572
boxing matches, 316
Boyer, Peter J., 638
Bremerton: carriers home porting in, 377; Coral Sea overhaul in, 244–48, 263–64; departure from on time, 250; nuke capabilities at, 244; trip to at end of SOSMRC, 244–45

The Bridges at Toko-Ri, 30–31, 515
Bright Star exercises, 279–80, 286, 287–89
Brooks, Thomas A. "Tom," 423
Brown, Jesse L., 30
Bryant, Anita, 100
Bubiyan Island, 417, 476, 495–96, 597
budgetary process, involvement in, iii, 363–68, 591, 609, 686, 687
Budweiser, 316
Bullpup missiles, 80, 81–83, 149, 379–80, 532–33
bullshit meter, 710
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BuMed), 582, 697
Bureau of Naval Personnel (BuPers): assignment with, vi; Aviation Assignment Branch, assignment to, 203–12; career counseling at, 202–3; chief of, 205; cousins and job assignments, 219–20; fitness reports review after assignment to, 251; flight training for women while working at, 202–3; Navy Support Activity, job billet under, 209; organization of placement office and detailing shops in, 209–10; Pers-
Bush, Ellis, Jr. "Jeb," 677–78
Bush, George, 512
Butcher, Paul D., 341, 342
Byrd, Robert C., 364–65, 366, 606, 695

C-1 aircraft: casualties from Kirk, transport in, 99–100; ice cream from Bahrain dairy, transport of, 321
C-2 aircraft, 370
C4I (command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems) enhancement program, 642–43
C-17 aircraft, 373
C-43 aircraft, 40
C-130 aircraft, 163, 433–34
CAG. See carrier air group commander (CAG)
Calhoun, John F. "Jack": cross-country trip to see, 678; night road recce flight and antiaircraft fire, 129; number of combat missions flown by, 147; retirement of, 106; VA assignments of, 106–7, 111–12, 113–14, 140
California: SERE training in, 130. See also specific cities and facilities California, 265
Callahan Medal of Honor recipient, 107
Cambodia: bombing operations in, 141, 159–60; ground offensive in, 141; Parrot's Beak pointing toward Saigon, 141–42; start of bombing operations in, 141
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